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Abstract

The geometry of the cosmic-ray depleted region formed behind the shock

associated with the CME is derived for each of two events that occurred in April
11 and August 27, 2001 by analyzing the cosmic-ray anisotropy observed by a

global network of muon detectors. The preliminary analysis based on a simple
model for the density distribution in space tells us that the temporal variation of

the observed spatial gradient of cosmic-ray density is consistent with the depleted
region confined in an inclined “cylinder” approaching and then leaving the earth

with a constant velocity. The orientation of the axis, the thickness and the prop-
agation speed of the cylinder are obtained for each event. This is the first result

deriving the three dimensional geometry of the cosmic-ray depleted region from
the observation of high energy cosmic rays by muon detectors.

1. Data analysis

We analyze the pressure-corrected hourly count rates of cosmic-rays
recorded by three multidirectional muon detectors at Nagoya (Japan), Hobart

(Australia) and São Martinho (Brazil), which compose a prototype network cov-
ering a wide range of viewing directions over the earth [1, 2]. In the prototype

network, the total 35 directional channels have been continuously monitoring the
intensity of cosmic rays with median rigidities ranging from 53 to 119 GV. By

analyzing the data, we first derive the cosmic ray density (or isotropic compo-

nent of intensity) as a function of time t and three components of the anisotropy
vector in space, ξ(W )(t), corrected for the solar-wind convection streaming. From

the obtained ξ(W )(t), we then calculate the fractional gradient G⊥(t) (%/AU)
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perpendicular to the IMF, as

G⊥(t) = −b(t) × ξ(W )(t)/RL(t) (1)

where RL(t) is the particle Larmor radius in AU and b(t) is a unit vector in the

direction of the IMF. We used 1-hour averages of the ACE plasma data (Level
2), lagged by 1 hour as a rough correction for the solar wind transit time between

the ACE satellite and the earth [3]. The unit vector b(t) also used ACE data
lagged by 1 hour. For this part of our analysis, readers can refer to [2].

Fig. 1. Three components of the observed density gradient vector in the GSE coordi-
nate system as functions of the day of year (doy). The observed gradients multiplied
by the average Larmor radius (〈RL 〉) of 50 GV primary particle are shown for the
April event (top) and the August event (bottom). The data during the analyzed
periods are plotted by full circles. The gradients reproduced by the cylinder model
with the best-fit parameters in Table 1 are shown by solid curves (see text).

Fig.1 shows the temporal variations of Gx(t), Gy(t) and Gz(t), three com-

ponents of G⊥(t) in the geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system, ob-

served in association with two CME events that occurred in April 11 (top) and
August 27 (bottom), 2001. It is clearly seen in this figure that the Gx(t) com-

ponent (in the left panel) systematically turns from negative to positive in both
of these two events, indicating the cosmic-ray depleted region approaching and

then leaving the earth. The Gz(t) component (in the right panel), on the other
hand, turns from positive to negative in April event, while it remains positive in

August event. In this paper, we analyze the periods when the observed gradient
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plotted by full circles show systematic variations, on the basis of the following
simple model.

We assume an axisymmetric spatial distribution for the cosmic-ray density
with the minimum located along the axis of a straight “cylinder”, which is an

idealized model of a local section of a loop structure. Due to this axisymmetric
distribution, the negative density gradient (−G⊥) observed at the earth directs

perpendicular to the cylinder axis and toward the Closest Axial Point (CAP)
on the axis. For our first step, we assume a simple gaussian function for the

distribution, as

I(ρ) = I0e
−ρ2/2λ2

(2)

where ρ is the distance between the CAP and the earth, I0 is the maximum

density suppression in % and λ is a scale parameter representing the “thickness”
of the cylinder. The magnitude G(ρ) of the gradient is then given as

G(ρ) = − ρ

λ2
I0e

−ρ2/2λ2

(3)

By using the observed magnitude of the gradient for G(ρ), we can deduce the
distance ρ of the CAP from the earth by Equation (3) and get the GSE coordinates

of the CAP every hour. We then obtain the apparent velocity vector, Vapp, of
the CAP by fitting a linear function of t to each of the coordinates of the CAP.

As the cylinder moves with the constant velocity (Vcyl), the CAP observed from
the earth also moves with the apparent velocity Vapp. We assume that Vcyl is

parallel to the average solar wind velocity over the analyzed period. The velocity
of the CAP (Vaxis) along the cylinder axis can be derived, as

Vaxis = Vapp − Vcyl (4)

The magnitude of Vcyl is determined to keep the obtained Vaxis perpendicular to
Vapp. We performed these calculations using various combinations of the param-

eters I0 and λ, and find a pair of parameters minimizing the difference between
the observed and reproduced gradients. The best-fitted gradients are shown by

solid curves in Fig.1. As seen in the figure, a reasonable fitting results even from
such a simple model.

2. Results and Conclusions

On the basis of a simple cylinder model for the cosmic-ray depleted re-
gion formed behind an interplanetary shock, we performed best-fit modeling of

the cosmic-ray density gradients derived from the observations of the cosmic-ray
anisotropy by a prototype network of muon detectors. The best-fit parameters

derived from the preliminary analysis are summarized in Table 1 for each of two
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CME events in Fig.1. In both events, Gx turned its sign from negative to posi-
tive indicating the cylinder approaching and then leaving the earth. In the April

event, Gz also changed its sign. This indicates that the cylinder is inclined in the
x-z plane by about 40◦ from the ecliptic plane. In the August event, on the other

hand, Gy changed its sign indicating that the cylinder projection on the x-y plane
is inclined. The CAP passed south of the earth in this event, as Gz remained

positive throughout the analyzed period. The derived speed Vcyl (1430 km/s) of
the cylinder in the April event is much faster than the solar wind speed (696 km/s)

averaged over the analyzed period and also faster than Vcyl in the August event.

This is manifested by the faster temporal variation of the gradient in the April
event than that in the August event, as seen in Fig.1. Such high speed propaga-

tion is consistent with the time between the flare on the Sun and the SSC at the
earth for this event.

Best-Fit parameters April 11, 2001 August 27, 2001

I0 -1.93 % -0.95 %

λ 0.088 AU 0.060 AU
Vcyl 1430 km/s 425 km/s

GSE latitude and longitude
of the cylinder axis 40.7◦, 354.5◦ 30.0◦, 319.0◦

Table 1. The best-fit parameters obtained from analyses of the April and August
events in Fig.1 (see text). The GSE latitude and longitude of the cylinder axis are
derived from the orientation of Vaxis defined in Equation (4).
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